
The Year in Film 2008
By Jim McManus

I think I’ll start with a poem:

The ABC's of Modern Cinematic Comedy

Audience heading East?  Show "The Little Beast".
Behind on your laughs?  Unclad that ass.

Crowds disappearing?  The rump is endearing.
Desperate times?  Think pose, not rhymes.

Everybody knows you gotta lose those clothes.
Fellows you lack?  Say "Yes" to crack.

Gong going "Clang"?  Unveil that wang.
Hearing cat calls?  There's always the balls.
I know that it's right to view such a sight.

Jury's still out?  Go rumping about.
Know in your heart: Mr. Blue Vein is art.

Lacking appeal?  Free Wi!y for real.
Mob's a packin'?  Release the Kraken.

New to your craft?  Give 'em the shaft.
One way to appease... expose to your knees.

People not there?  Push pubic hair.
Queen Liz, so dry?  Unzip that fly.
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Remember it now: "I must drop trou."
Subversion below?  Undies gotta go.

Too much Hermione?  Let's see that heinie.
Under this guise, exposure is wise.

Vilified plot?  The Cap'n is not.
Why tolerate failure?  Put it in the trailer.

X-rating is near?  If flaccid, don't fear.
You won't be here long if we don't get some dong.

Zany not found?  "Plan Penis" is sound.

I blame Borat.  Ok, that's not quite fair.  Mike Myers got naked a lot 
for the sake of comedy long before our krazy Kazakhstanian friend 
came to call.  Still, Borat showed an all-nude male public wrestling 
match for comic purposes only.  And it was pretty funny.  It not like 
the signs weren't there already, but Sasha Baron Cohen pushed a new 
level of gratuity and tastelessness.

We fast forward.  2007 gave us a slew of naked man fights.  Two in the 
same month, release-wise (Beowulf and Eastern Promises).  But neither 
was handled in comic fashion, and so maybe the pattern of increased 
male nudity in film had broken, or had evolved.  But when Jason Segal 
saw fit to deliver his Southern soliloquy for audience review twice in 
Forgetting Sarah Marsha!, well, this isn't just a pattern or common 
occurrence.  This is now a genre.

Let me say right now that I'm not a fan. 

Does the increased gizmo watch bother me?  Sometimes, I suppose, but "fair is fair" right?  You can 
place a naked lady in any film and that's art.  This is a law as old as film: naked woman = sex.  Sex is art.  
Why shouldn't the same apply to men?  Is this what female folk feel when they go to movies?  "Why 
isn't the man ever naked?"  I wouldn't blame you for complaining.  Of course film men do expose from 
time to time.  There hasn't been a real need for Kevin Bacon or Harvey Keitel to act accordingly, but 
why shouldn't those who find naked men pleasurable get the same treat as women gazers?  This 
iteration, however, is different.  While naked woman = sex.  Naked man = comedy.  

It is funny.  Most naked male bodies are hilarious.  Go ahead, ladies, laugh all you want.  You'll find that 
2008 films with nude men were generally better than the ones without.  But here's the dual problem:

1. It's cheap and it encourages cheap writing.  There is no trick to dropping your pants.  In essence, the 
gambit has replaced all slapstick.  Why do a pratfall, spittake, or any inventive body comedy when 
you can just wake up naked in a field?  What's the incentive for any kung fu artist to hone his skill 
when he can get better applause by revealing his "Crane"?
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2. Nobody knows where to draw the line.  Given the circumstance, apparently, any male nudity is funny.  
Get Smart gave us Steve Carell's publicly exposed butt for comic purposes; Hamlet 2 gave us Steve 
Coogan waking up butt-naked in a field for comic purposes; Role Models gave us Seann William Scott 
waking up butt-naked in a field for comic purposes.  Seann William Scott?  Look, he may not be Mel 
Gibson, but if Seann William Scott's rear can be laughed at, what chance do you have?  Immediately 
previous, Role Models highlighted several sets of women's breasts for sexual purposes.  When is the 
last time we got female exposure for comic purposes?  Kathy Bates for About Schmidt?  Some creepy 
David Lynch?

I have no problem with equal exposure for the purpose of fairness, but the tone is unsettling.  And I 
daresay physical comedy is taking a beating.

IT DIDN’T SUCK AS MUCH AS I THOUGHT IT WOULD

Another round of films you might put in your worst list, but I didn't.

Vantage Point
Why it's worth scorn: Aren't we sick of movies in which the President is a character?  Yeah, yeah, fake 
assassination/real assassination.  Every one of the eight vantage points should have known (s)he was in a 
bad movie.
Why I didn't hate it: The puzzle was worth solving.

Meet Dave
Why it's worth scorn: Weak sci-fi, weak drama, weak romance, weak plot, and did Eddie Murphy – a guy 
with vanity issues – have to captain a spaceship that looks like Eddie Murphy?
Why I didn't hate it: Eddie Murphy, acting as an alien robot, pulls out some wonderful physical comedy 
here, reminiscent of Steve Martin in A! of Me (1984).  You get points for the effort, Dave.

Bangkok Dangerous
Why it's worth scorn: The poster alone would do it.  Unconvinced?  More 
bad hair for Nicolas Cage as he portrays the ultimate cliché of our 
generation – the hitman with a heart of gold.
Why I didn't hate it: Perhaps guilt over starting the FYNC crusade.  I 
quite enjoyed the romance between Cage and the deaf mute Thai 
pharmacist (Charlie Yeung).
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DISHONORABLE MENTION

It continues to dishearten me that there are truly terrible films I have to leave out of the bottom 
twenty-five.  Just know deep in my soul, Jason Statham, I'm thinking of you. 

Jumper
In an ideal world, Jumper would inspire the first day of film school.  You sit all the Spielbergo wannabes 
down and hand them a paper.  On the paper is written: "Premise: a select group of humans can 
instantaneously teleport themselves anywhere.  Discuss the film you'd make."

Some would write about the metaphor of modern man and the superlative that we find increasingly 
mundane; some might write about the irony found in travel – the easier it is to travel, the more we seem 
to alienate ourselves from those we truly love; some might find a practical side, maybe a murder mystery 
in which all is solvable but the "How?" part.  For all these types, for anyone who has put thought to 
paper, cull them all together and teach them how to make films.  If, however, anyone writes something 
along the lines of "big dumb chase movie with plenty of geographical money shots of otherwise 
inaccessible places" – group all those folks and fast track them straight to major studios.

Witless Protection
"Often wrong, never in doubt."  There it is, the credo for 21st century neocons and rednecks alike; this 
bumper sticker highlights the inside of Larry the Cable Guy's filthy cab in Witless Protection – the first 
film since 2007's Who's Your Caddy? to show an absurdly obese man playing polo.  And you think Eight 
Belles had it rough.

Speaking of Belles, I am immediately reminded of former Cleveland Indians slugger Albert Belle.  The 
volatile and aggressive Albert once during a warm-up attempted to injure a fan with a baseball.  His 
publicist/lawyer/guru/whatever would later say something to the effect of "Albert simply has trouble 
controlling his temper".  I remember thinking that there's a place for people who have trouble 
controlling their temper; it's called "prison".  

This brings me back to this ugly motto I've seen too often of late: I'm sure that "often wrong, never in 
doubt" wins elections – the 2004 Presidential sure comes to mind.  For those rare few who can't seem to 
pull off the White House out of said code, your lives are likely failures.  I know how important it is for 
people to look and even be decisive, but, you know, indecision is a trait toddlers, even babies, learn as a 
survival technique.  Showing less common sense than a toddler, well that may just get you to write – or 
land a starring role in – Witless Protection, a film so awful (like Another 48 Hours) that it actually detracts 
from good films.  Did you enjoy Yaphet Kotto's portrayal of FBI Agent Alonzo Mosely in Midnight Run?  
Then please, please don't see his reprise in this awful Larry the Cable Guy vehicle about a deluded self-
service angel.
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Nothing Like the Holidays
Wonderful.  This year, Puerto-Rican Americans take pride in hosting this retread.  I didn't like this 
movie last year when it was called This Christmas and starred an all-black cast.  I didn't like this movie 
when it was filled with white people and called The Family Stone.  I'm not gonna like this film when it's 
called Happy Joy Fun Christmas and stars Chow Yun Fat and Michelle Yeoh.

The Love Guru
Look at how much energy it takes not to be funny: silly costumes, dancing, philosophy, midgets, ice 
hockey, and exotic pets.  The building blocks of comedy are present, where's the humor?

Twilight
Bad vampires!  No sequel!

Pride and Glory
One day far in the future I'll be asked if Edward Norton has ever given a nothing performance.  I will 
search my memory and hopefully come up with this lazy film about police abuses of power.  I cannot 
remember much about Pride and Glory other than Colin Farrell threatening an infant with a hot iron.  
But I do know this: less than a year removed from The Departed, I am already sick of the good family 
man/bad cop routine.  Yes, I get it; you're like The Mob.  So what?

What Happens in Vegas 
An immature film about immature people doing immature things for immature reasons in order to 
entertain immature audiences immaturely.

10,000 BC
I never thought I'd say this – I was too hard on Apocalypto.  Oh sure, Apocalypto was unpleasant; really, 
really unpleasant for a really, really long time, and had history issues, and was more than full of itself – 
but at least it was its own film.  10,000 BC screams "Plot issues?  You don't have a clue; we took the exact 

same lame plot!"  "Unpleasant?  We just forgot the gruesome."  
"And history problems?  Don't get me started – we have woolly 
mammoths building the pyramids.  Beat that!"

Mel Gibson, I am sorry.  I still won't see Apocalypto again.  My, was 
that ever unpleasant.  But when Apocalypto wiped its ass, 10,000 
BC was born.
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Delgo
With all due respect to the new fad of sterile parody, this animated Star Wars 
rip-off might have the greatest ratio of laugh attempts/misses in 2008.  About 
halfway through, I started counting the number of attempts at humor.  I got to 
23 by the end.  The seven-year-old in front of me thought he was watching a 
documentary.

Check out the animation.  And the cast list: Freddie Prinze Jr., Chris Kattan, 
Jennifer Love Hewitt, Val Kilmer, Michael Clarke Duncan, Eric Idle, Louis 
Gossett, etc.  First time writer/first time director (Marc F. Adler)... is there 
anything about this film that strikes you as above "B" level?

Made of Honor
The problem was I'd settled on "jilted at the altar" to describe Made of Honor.  Does "jilted at the altar" 
ever really happen?  I'm sure it must; but I've been to over two dozen weddings in my days without the 
slightest hint of such.  Your standard movie marriage rate has got to be 60%-70%; I'd guess somewhere 
in there.  In attacking this angle, however, I neglected to see the unique gift of this Patrick Dempsey 
coup: every single plot point is a "this only really happens in movies" fabrication.

Male host of a bridal shower?  Check.  Jealous rival tries to ruin bridal shower? Check.  Male maid of 
honor?  Check.  "I was away on business for two weeks, oh hey I'm engaged." Check.  Inviting the 
groom to our male bonding ritual to embarrass him?  Check.  "Accidental" discovery that the rival 
groom is hung like an elephant?  Check.  By the time Patrick has to crash the wedding via horseback, it's 
possible your eyes will have rolled entirely back into your skull.  I'd be careful of that.

And, oh yeah, I have been at a wedding with a male maid of honor – so clearly these things do happen 
outside movies.  And every once in a while somebody you know hits the lottery, too; but if the payoff 
doesn't induce a smile you'll wonder why they even bothered playing in the first place.

My Father, My Lord  
Odds are you haven't heard of this one, which is a good thing, but it demanded inclusion for being the 
most solidly underwritten film I’ve seen since Open Water.  Golly, the daily practices of an aloof rabbi – it 
just don't get no more 'citin than that.  And then the shoe-tying, random praying (I ask you, what is 
more interesting than seeing a character pray on film?), and child ignoring is broken up with the madcap 
frivolity of Torah discussion.  Hey, slow down speed buggy, there's only so much a man can take.  At 74 
minutes, this film still felt like an entire weekend spent at a synagogue.  And then the film pauses from 
this festival of mirth to kill off its only likable character, the rabbi's young elementary school aged son.  
Thanks, movie!

I suppose my objection to this film is more of an "I told you so" than anything else.  Don't tell me indie 
films don't suck out loud as often as Hollywood films do.  This was as far from Hollywood as it gets.  
Nobody makes a movie about a rabbi and expects a big payday.  There weren't multiple writers, 
gimmicks, effects, or Dane Cook in a giant penguin outfit crap here.  My Father, My Lord was an honest 
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portrayal of an obtuse (and frightfully boring) parent.  My guess is writer/director David Volach has 
some seriously unresolved issues with his own dad.  He should have kept them to himself.

The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian
So "High King" Peter shows up back in Narnia with his posse and within ten minutes reaches the 
following thoughts, "hmmmm... I don't recognize this place anymore... I don't know anyone... I don't 
know what's going on or why... and I don't know who's in charge of anything.  I'd better take control and 
start a war."  This would be hilarious if it weren’t an unintentional parody of W's first term.

Yes, true to the unquenchable bloodlust in C.S. Lewis' 
black heart, Caspian is wall-to-wall war.  The kids kill two 
of the first three folks they meet in new Narnia and cross 
swords with the third.  Welcome back.  Miss us?  I was left 
wondering about why the children wished to return in the 
first place.  I imagine their little English school chums at 
Eton or Oxford or Harrods or wherever quizzing, "so 
Edmund, what's 'Narnia' like?"  "Well, it's this magical land 
with fantastical mythological creatures and cute talking 
animals; then we disembowel them."  

In the end, it's not the philosophy of Caspian that irks me so much as the scope: Prince Caspian is a 
small film pretending it's a big one.  Epic battles fought among dozens.  Bloody sieges without blood; 
heroic rats; small actors; small thoughts.  "Check it out; we can reuse some of the CGI from the first 
film!"  Key battle plans taken straight from Cold Mountain and The Lord of the Rings.  Well, what did I 
expect?  In this Lord of the Rings, Aragorn is played by Peter Dinklage.  Small indeed. 

First Sunday
An open letter to Ice Cube, with regards to First Sunday, Barbershop, Friday, Are We There Yet?, and several 
other future releases of the same ilk:

Dear Mr. Cube:

I understand you feel a need to preach or moralize in your films.  Please stop.  Be a badass.  Let us draw 
our own conclusions.  Nobody enjoys The Waffler.

Good Day,

Jim
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THE WORST FILMS OF 2008

10.  The Day the Earth Was Happening
Ladies and Gentlemen of the jury, you've seen The Day the Earth Stood Sti! and The Happening – I hold 
that they are the same film:

Mystery Science Theater plot

Terrible acting

Life as we know it coming to an end

Leading characters you wouldn't actually mind seeing die off   

Silly, unsatisfying conclusion

I rest my case.

9.  Max Payne
After a half hour I openly asked "why is our disturbed cop action hero so dull?"  After an hour, I spotted 
the Doom-like scene and got my non-Wahlberg answer: "Frith up a tree, is this another video game in 
movie form?"  No more.  I'm gonna pan every single one I can ID.

8.  Womynpower (Sex and the City, The Women, The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 2, How 
the Garcia Girls Spent Their Summer)

Sex and the City

I never watched the show, so these are first impressions:  If this is indicative, how the Hell did the show 
ever last?  Here are four self-centered, spoiled, ungracious Cinderellas so bored by being indulged and 
never compromising that they sabotage their own relationships.  What's that, you say?  Your handsome 
beau secretly bought you the expensive ring you wanted to buy for yourself?  Horrors!  How dare he?  
Dump his sorry ass!  Far as I can tell, none of the four works a lick.  We're told Miranda (Cynthia Nixon) 
is a lawyer and Carrie (Sarah Jessica Parker) is a writer, but there's no evidence to support either illusion 
or the generous income constantly spent on designer accoutrement.  Carrie even takes on an assistant, a 
non-singing Jennifer Hudson, to help organize her personal depression.  This is the kind of film in which 
rich, unburned women shop endlessly or decide to "go on vacation" spontaneously, because, well, darn it, 
they deserve it (and apparently, they have no true responsibilities).  You know, I don't want to meet the 
people who can truly relate to that.  Do you want to know how well that message plays to middle 
America?

It occurs to me that the only unbroken relationship during this four-hour affair connected one of the 
four (Kristin Davis) with somebody who is clearly a homosexual male.  Ah, so that's how it works.  
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Was Sex and the City really that bad?  I mean, it's not like it was just a straight ad for Las Vegas (like 
What Happens in Vegas), is it?  But it is.  There's an insidious feel to Sex and the City that celebrates New 
York as the Mecca for all Cinderellas and their shallow values.  There's a galling disparity between "give" 
and "take" among these women and their men.  They all want the whole show, but none even seem 
capable of making the slightest compromise in, gee, I dunno, spending habits, leisure, sex – and Michael 
Patrick King's direction constantly promotes the selfishness rather than question it.  And both the 
beginning and end shots tell us that the Sex girls are hardly unique; apparently every New York girl is a 
Cinderella who has come to the Big City seeking sex, designer clothing, and a sugar daddy.  But not 
necessarily in that order.

The Women

The Women is a remake of a 1939 film of the same title in which men have only off-screen deus ex 
machina roles to help the plot along.  Interesting gambit.  We mostly follow the life of the Mary (Meg 
Ryan) character, whose husband is leaving her for Crystal (Eva Mendes), who is clearly really hot but 
little else.  Ah, yes, I know how important it is to pretend that marital affairs are all about the sex.  I 
think the omitting-speaking-parts-for-men ploy was intended to empower women.  Hey, girls, this film is 
about you!  Men don't count!  Fair.  Lord knows, we don't need another action film.  The result, however, 
is women behaving like high-strung children in response to the actions of people who don't seem to 
exist.  To my mind, this has the exact opposite effect from "empowerment".

And, quite frankly, if you are Meg Ryan and your husband leaves you for Eva Mendes, let him go.  

The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 2 – Grecian Formula Boogaloo

Sometimes you don't have to see all two hours of a film; everything you need to know is in the trailer.  I 
wish I'd known this before I started watching.  The trailer ends with a depressed video clerk (Amber 
Tamblyn) advising a couple interested in a romance "I'd go for Texas Chainsaw Massacre, the remake."  
Presumably, the couple leaves shocked; their romantic bubble temporarily popped.  This was your big 
line... this mini-rant ended the trailer; this is the line 
that makes people say, "I gotta see that film".  But, um, 
horror isn't the opposite of romance, movie-wise.  Ask 
any teen boy.  What do high school boys take their 
girlfriends to?  Nights in Rodanthe?  Hah!  Good luck.  
Boys interested in boys go to romances; boys interested in 
girls go to... c'mon, everybody say now... horror films.  
Why?  Maximum contact; minimum brain usage.  You 
want to spoil a teen's mood?  Make him think.  This 
line doesn't work on any level.

And, hmmm, why do you suppose she says "the remake"?  The original is a classic of the genre.  The 
remake is trash.  Seems Sisterhood was put out by Warner.  The remake of Chainsaw?  Time-Warner.  Well, 
looky here.  There's a match.  What were the odds?
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How the Garcia Girls Spent their Summer

You didn't just show Elizabeth Peña literally crying in her beer to sad music for the entire song, did you?  
Sincere?  Certainly more so than the last three.  Could also be the longest movie ever.

Apologies to Mamma Mia! and The Secret Life of Bees.  They fit the theme, but don't belong on a "worst" 
list.

7.  The Hottie and the Nottie
Bad Executive Decisions:

Executive: Did you see Good Luck Chuck?

Flunkee: Um...yes.

Executive: Remember that part where Dane Cook is trying to prove he's not a mystical conduit for 
future marriage, so he propositions the vilest troll in planet Hollywood?

Flunkee: How does one forget the single worst movie contrivance of the year?  At best, that plotline is 
sexist, at worst it's repulsive.  That's hideous movie fodder, suitable uniquely for pre-teen immature boys 
with "Baywatch" posters on their walls.   

Executive: I'm thinking of taking that scene, expanding it, and making it into a feature length picture.

Flunkee: Oh.

Executive:  Do boys still have "Baywatch" posters these days?  

Flunkee: Umm...

Executive: Forget it.  Look, this is also a perfect way to make sure we honor Paris Hilton's "place me 
aside a swamp creature so I'll look good by comparison" contract clause.

Flunkee: This is a Paris Hilton film?

Executive: Yes, why not?

Flunkee: Don't movies cost money to make?

Fascinated by this train wreck of a feature film, I had to see it.  Problem?  It – quite honestly – did not 
last a full week in theaters.  It opened the week before Valentine's Day, which became a long weekend, 
and Hottie was nottie around after a mere six days.  My general impression from the video is thus: you 
know, some people say life is too short.  I imagine those people have never seen a post-season baseball 
game end-to-end.  But, I'll say this much – 
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Life is too short to ever look like this on film:

  Or this: 

6.  Parody Central  (Disaster Movie, Superhero Movie, An American Carol, Meet the Spartans)

Disaster Movie

We've taken on Beowulf, Wanted, and Alvin and the Chipmunks here.  What kind of person sees all these 
films?  Me.  You've made this movie for me.  I could just cry.

Superhero Movie

You spend an hour desperately pushing to get to a parody of the Spider-Man upside-down kiss in the 
rain scene, but you've created a superhero who can't fly.  I'm sorry, how many people wrote this film?  
Just Craig Mazin, huh?  Looks like you could have used some help.

An American Carol

Meet the Spartans

Last year I complained that the makers of these parodies didn't understand comedy.  Judging by 2008’s 
entries, they don't seem to understand drama, either.  Sigh.

How to write a parody:  first, pick a good subject.  300 is an excellent subject.  Stylistic, pointed, 
dramatic and almost entirely humorless, 300 may well be the best parody target of 2008.  Second: 
understand your subject so you know the theme of your parody.  Well, here's where we lose it.  300 is an 
unapologetic revisionist history of the recent United States aggression in the Middle East.  You can 
claim other interpretations, but they aren't really going to fly.  The parallels to the 300 plot and the 
neocon talking points are too sharp.

So what do you do with that?  Two possible paths: further exaggeration (fairly impossible as the original 
movie is wholly unsubtle) or shine the light of reality on the propaganda.  When you take the second 
path, you introduce scenes of Bushus and Cheneyas donning the Spartan look; then they proceed to 
attack the wrong people, ones that show exactly zero threat to Sparta.  Perhaps you can have a scene in 
which the leaders come with a "rationale of the week" for attacking.  That was the reality.  The scene in 
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300 where the deformed soldier is tossed to the curb?  That's "don't ask, don't tell" front and center, 
essentially a "no room in our tent for those who aren't like us".  And that too, has its drawbacks.  Maybe 
you can have a training scene in which a would-be Spartan kicks the collective asses of twenty men, but 
is excluded from the battle because the CGI team can't morph his six-pack correctly.

There were funny ways to go with this.  Instead, we used this as a forum to toss the "American Idol" 
judges into the bottomless pit and make "Spartans are closet homosexuals" jokes.  There was a funny 
film in here, but this wasn't it.  Sigh.

5.  Prom Night
OK, far as I can tell, here's what happened – there's a Chinese restaurant in West Hollywood.  The 
proprietors of said eatery painstakingly transcribed every moment and every line of dialogue from every 
1980s slasher film and stuffed them one sentence at a time into random fortune cookies.  J.S. Cardone, 
writer of Prom Night, frequented the restaurant every day for months until he had collected enough 
lines to put a movie script together.  That's the only explanation that makes sense to me.

4.  Meet the Browns / The Family That Preys
Ed Wood is generally considered the worst director in motion picture history.  He was a cross-dresser, a 
cult figure and, to be generous, a man more interested in production than quality.  What most people 
don't know about Ed Wood is he wasn't just the worst director all time; he was the worst writer, too.    

This brings us to Tyler Perry.  Again.  Don't act surprised; you all knew this was coming.

Honestly, had Tyler made but one bad film in 2008, it might not rate worse than #9 or so, but Mr. Perry, 
in a greedy fit, has sought to saturate the market with his unique take on values and squeeze every last 
dollar he can from a group who don't go to good films, or other films for that matter.

Several fans have expressed disappointment at Perry's film Meet the Browns – all lamenting Perry's failed 
growth as a director.  If you are in this group please pay attention: Tyler Perry is a man who takes his oft-
recycled characters from Stereotypes for Dummies; he creates his 
art with a skill and contemplation usually reserved for "Pokemon" 
cartoonery; and his imagination extends exactly as far as a young 
man dressed as an old woman behaving like a young man dressed as 
an old woman.  Surprised?  Are you kidding me?  To these people I 
ask: what doesn't surprise you?  "Hey this triangle has three sides!"  
"Grass is still green!"  "Keanu Reeves can't act!"  Tyler Perry is an 
awful writer and an awful director.  It ain't never gonna change, folks.

What's funny to me about Tyler Perry's pair of 2008 disasters is that 
they aren't as objectionable as Perry's usual stuff: Whitey wasn't so horrible; the shallow God talk was 
limited; the nauseating "I'm being preached to" feeling was down as well.  Of course, the lightness of the 
sermon served only to highlight exactly how bad Tyler's writing is – he has no touch for comedy or 
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drama and tries to hide this by mixing them both awkwardly.  A requisite of a Perry movie is a large 
dinner table scene in which people laugh at each other, get pissed off, and then leave. 

Tyler's work feels like TV.  Bad TV.  The language is soft; the plots are soft; the controversies are soft.  
You have not learned, Mr. Perry, that movies are bigger.  You have to show things that people cannot see 
on TV.  Now I'm sure what you do is geared to your audience, sheltered church-going folk.  But what's 
the point of diluting the language if you expect to get a big laugh out of a mouthy character being 
pushed into an open grave, or the revelation that gramps was a pimp and grandma was a "nasty ho"?  
Does that really make up for not saying "shit" or "motherfucker" when appropriate?  How do you see a 
God-fearing church-going mother explaining the "nasty ho" comment to the six-year-old she brought 
along?

3. Beverly Hills Chihuahua
"What a waste of an opportunity.  Someone is standing in front of you with this and all you can think up is 'big 
nose'?"  – Steve Martin as the rhinoplastically challenged C.D. Bales, Roxanne.

The Wonderful World of Disney is fascinating, ain't it?  "We've made such 
progress; look at how integrated our films are these days."  Sure enough, that 
High School in which no actual work gets done is down with the rainbow thing – 
but then it gives us a choreographer character that chooses to dress like this 
(right) and pretends that this fellow is taking a girl to the prom.  I see we still have 
some work to do to join the 21st century.

So when you see the Disney logo arise ahead of Beverly Hi!s Chihuahua, you can't 
really be surprised to find the movie's human heroine (Piper Perabo) 
condescending to a (assumed Mexican) laborer by adding "o" to the ends of all 
her words as if that is how Spanish is spoken. (ex. "Bring-o my-o towel-o")  Was 
there ever a time in which people felt this is a reasonable way to bridge a communication gap with 
Hispanics?  And what was the last film that had such a scene?  Oh yeah, Glory Road.  Say, wasn't that also 
a Disney film?  Oh, and this is the couple we’re setting up to complete each other.  Isn't it sweet when 
blatant bigotry and condescension doesn't stand in the way of hot-for-hunkiness?  Oh, he speaks 
English?  Then I'm sure her disgusting attitudes will be fine, so long as he and his extended family never 
speak a word of Spanish.

But I digress.  Beverly Hi!s Chihuahua is the story of a pampered dog.  No, it's not funny enough that her 
owner (Jamie Lee Curtis) is a living, breathing counter to Darwin's laws, it's funnier when the creature 
she owns, the one evolved to drink out of a toilet (assuming it can reach), is spoiled rotten as well.  Does 
a dog really need a spa treatment?  Oh look, the dog is as snotty as the girl.  Hilarious. 

Left in charge, the girl decides to go to Mexico with the dog.  Of course, this isn't Mexico-Mexico, this is 
"Puerto Vallarta" resort-Mexico where things are clean and bright and shiny. But it is Mexico, so 
naturally within five minutes the pampered Chihuahua gets abducted to take place in a dog fighting 
arena.  Did I mention this is a talking animal movie?  Sorry about that.  Well, what opportunistic 
thieving animals remind one most of Mexico, huh?  I know, a rat (Cheech Marin) and an iguana (Paul 
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Rodriguez).  At this point I really did wonder why Disney didn't go whole hog – why, here's the perfect 
set-up for making the most offensive movie ever.  Why not show the Mexico of thieves and poverty, 
Disney?  Why not go with a corrupt police officer?  They all are, aren't they?  Why bother showing 
there's anything wrong with treating a dog as an accessory?

And – quite seriously – when did the Chihuahua become a noble breed of dog?  I've never met a single 
one that didn't need a good drop-kick.  I want the Chihuahua PR people; I'm sure I could be President 
in ten years.

2.  Welcome Home, Roscoe Jenkins
Oh God, it's spreading.  Movie with black folks?  Ok, follow the playbook – just tell a few weak jokes, 
spout some questionable morality and finish in a ballroom with everybody smiling.  There's a winner!  
Tyler Perry, what have you done?  Malcolm D. Lee used to make good films (Ro! Bounce, Undercover 
Brother).  Even if you didn't think they were good, they were unique.  Now he's just following the 
industry's worst leader.

Let me back up:  2007 gave us Dan in Real Life, the story of a single father, commercially successful, but 
still a black sheep who attends a family reunion, falls in love and has bittersweet comic adventures in the 
process.  2008 gave us Welcome Home, Roscoe Jenkins, the story of a single father, commercially successful, 
but still a black sheep who attends a family reunion, falls in love and has bittersweet comic adventures in 
the process.  It could have been the same pitch.  Why was one a top-10 film and the other a bottom-10 
film?

Well, let's explore some comparative scenes:

1. The shower scene.  Some mighty fancy writin' puts clothed Real Life Dan (Steve Carell) innocently in 
the shower with a naked Juliette Binoche.  He refuses to look.  I, for one, would have a hard time 
doing the same.  Then a soaking wet Dan throws himself out a window, off a roof, and into the cold 
New England morning.  In Welcome Home, Roscoe Jenkins, Michael Epps encroaches upon an occupied 
bathroom in an effort to get an eyeful of a naked Joy Bryant and who should be there but Mo'Nique!  
The non-R moments surrounding this scene are best described as disturbing.

2. The disappointing your child scene.  Dan skillfully avoids his youngests' attention several times in 
the film in an effort to get the girl.  When he realizes he's only paid lip service, he apologizes and 

vows to place his selfish potential happiness aside because his daughters 
are more important.  We follow Roscoe's (Martin Lawrence) selfish 
moves for almost two hours until we get the pièce de résistance of this 
man's jackassery: in a family running race, he ignores his son's "help me 
dad" in order to prove himself a mildly more fit man than Cedric the 
Entertainer.  In the debriefing, he doesn't apologize to his son and 
instead gets tossed from the reunion by his own mother.  (The movie 
ends five minutes later with everybody happy; I kid you not.)
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3. The endearing scene.  At the family talent show, Dan solos the third verse of "Let My Love Open the 
Door".  It's almost as if he can't help himself; he loves the girl, but she belongs to his brother.  He 
opens his heart for his whole family to see.  It is near impossible to view this scene with stoicism.  
The Roscoe equivalent?  Well, there is none.  Never does Martin Lawrence look vulnerable on film.  
Closest I can imagine is the scene where he shoots craps for money in his parent's house (Is there 
any better way to spend time with relatives?  I think not.)  The scene ends in a fistfight.

Here's some quality Roscoe Jenkins dialogue:

Father:  Hello, Dr. Stevens
Roscoe (blushing): I'm not really a doctor, pop.
Father:  I know.

I suppose a moment like this is funny for the audience, but think about it – under what context would 
this conversation take place?  Of course the father knows his son isn't a doctor; of course the son knows 
he's being kidded.  In three lines, you've destroyed the illusion that this is actually a father and son 
talking.  

I suppose the most telling moment of this abomination is in town when the older brother Otis (Michael 
Clarke Duncan) accuses Roscoe of being a loser, essentially because he abandoned the extended family 
that has put him in a box and sat on it.  Roscoe counters by telling Otis his children are fat (they are), 
but now Roscoe has crossed a line.  That's right, in a family reunion in which Mo'Nique doesn't rank top 
five among the folks with weight issues, being called a failure is A-OK, but challenge the dietary 
standard and a fistfight is coming.  

After Roscoe's third such sibling fistfight, (did I mention that "failure" Martin plays a nationally 
syndicated talk-show host?  I'm sure Montel gets treated this way) it is clear that the true message of this 
picture is "some people are better off without family".  It's a shame this film was blindly oblivious to the 
obvious damage created by familial expectation. 

I have a message for viewers of this movie and Four Christmases: If you are an adult and your extended 
family can only see you as something to belittle, you don't really need them.  Ignore films like this and 
move on.

1. The Spirit
Have you ever had to sit through somebody explaining an in-joke to you?  Ok, have you ever realized 
halfway through that the joke wasn't funny and neither was the person telling it?  Ok, now have you ever 
had to listen to that for 108 minutes while the regaler molests your dog?  No, I suppose I haven't 
experienced that either, but it's as close a feeling as I could imagine to watching the crime "thriller" The 
Spirit.  Tiresome is the only word that comes to mind.  Every Spirit actor talks as if there's a dramatic 
rim shot waiting at the end of his line.  Metaphoric phrases abound.  Samuel L. Jackson must mention 
egg-on-his-face twenty times in the film.  Why?  We're clever, that's why.
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And how clever are we?  Well there's the torture scene in which Mr. Jackson ("The Octopus") and Ms. 
Johansson ("Silken Floss") have superhero Gabriel Macht ("The Spirit") tied to a dental chair ("Chair") 
and they're dressed as Nazi officers and there's a gypsy agent of torture... what?!  Did I mention Eva 
Mendes ("Sand Serif")?  Sand Serif, huh?  Well, let's just say I found her narrow and sans intrigue... and 
wingding-y.  Just how many femme fatales does a film need, anyway?  In one scene she plays a heavy 
while photocopying her posterior section.  She proceeds to call her dupe a "perfect ass".  Get it?  Later, 
Spirit uses the discarded photocopy to successfully ID his former love.  Help me; I can't decide whether 
that's tragically humorless or humorlessly tragic.

The Spirit is shot as if somebody got hold of an Adam West "Batman" script and decided to make it into 
a film noir.

And did I mention the cinematography?  It would be a Sin City rip-off... uh oh, said the bad words.  
Here:

   The Spirit         Sin City (2005)

You be the judge.  For my money, The Spirit even blew this part.  Sin City is a much prettier film.

A LITTLE BIT OF COLUMN "A", MAYBE A LOT OF COLUMN "B"

The sincerest form of flattery:

    Superbad (2007)     Co!ege      Dri!bit Taylor   Sex Drive

Check out the newest book: All I Know I Learned from the Superbad Trailer.  "Hmmm got ourselves a 
fat kid, and glasses kid, and a plain kid.  This will work."  I like how Sex Drive kinda pretended that it 
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wasn't formula: "you see, the fat kid is the glasses kid, and he's the cool one.  So our plain kids, who are 
both nerds, can grow together."

Some bests:

• Best cameo:  Adam Baldwin, Dri!bit Taylor.  But you probably had to be at least 35 to enjoy it.

• Best cameo runner-up: Elisabeth Shue, Hamlet 2.

• Favorite endings:

1. Role Models 

2. Burn A.er Reading

3. Sex Drive

4. The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas

• Greatest turn around: Were the World Mine. The first half of this story of a high school boy exploring 
his sexuality and getting roped into the lead of A Midsummer Night's Dream plays like Lucas without 
the whimsy.  Until *poof* the boy comes up with a love potion and hijinks ensue (but the funny kind).  
One star to three stars in five seconds.

• My daughter's favorite 2008 film:  Kit Kittredge: An American Girl.  Other movies your children might 
enjoy include Nim's Island and The Spiderwick Chronicles.

• Favorite ten-second character:  Boldo (voiced by Stanley Tucci), the personification of quality 
chefsmanship (Chefness? Chefility? Cheffon?), The Tale of Despereaux

• My favorite lines of the year: 

- "You wouldn't like me when I'm hungry." Edward Norton, The Incredible Hulk.

- "When you make love to a woman you get revenge for all the things that defeated you in life." 
Ben Kingsley, Elegy.

• Most moving death: May Boatwright (Sophie Okenedo), The Secret Life of Bees. (Close second – the end 
credits tribute to Bernie Mac and Isaac Hayes, Soul Men.)

• My favorite moments of 2008:

- "Bunk beds", Step Brothers

- Flipper choreography, Mamma Mia!

- "Phone a friend", Slumdog Mi!ionaire

- These guys (right) drunk singing "Can't Smile Without You", 
He!boy II: The Golden Army
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- Cheeseburger conversation, Frost/Nixon

- "You've never been laid?", The Curious Case of Benjamin Button 

- "Rock Me Sexy Jesus", Hamlet 2

Some worsts:

• Toughest scene to watch: The "legs" part of The Ruins (you'll know it when you see it).  Ruins turned 
out to be a great deal creepier than its contemporaries.  I'd even go as far as to say this is exactly the 
film that Bug should have been – but I still wouldn't recommend it.

• Most cynical film: Punisher: War Zone.  That's right; every single bad guy deserves to die painfully in the 
foulest manner one can invent. 

• Four action scenes I slept through:

1. Rickshaw chase, maybe?  Something in China certainly,  The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor

2. I think it involved Shia LeBeouf and a Starbucks, Eagle Eye

3. Vampire fight at a ballet studio, Twilight

4. Some sort of destroying wave curtailment inspired by Keanu Reeves, The Day the Earth Stood Sti!

• Misogynist of the year: Jon Avnet (Righteous Ki!, 88 Minutes).  Any time you wish to stop making films, 
I'm good with that.

• Worst title: In the Name of the King: A Dungeon Siege Tale

• Worst hair of the year:  Keira Knightly, The Duchess.  Seventeen different wigs and every one of them 
blew.  Next time just trot her out bald.  We'll be fine.

• Mystery Science Theater 3000 movie of the year: With all due respect to The Happening and The Day 
the Earth Stood Sti!, I'm going to go with Wanted, which redefined physics with each increasingly silly 
stunt.

Some other:

Hollywood film most likely to turn you to indies: 88 Minutes. There's a wonderful warm fuzzy 
feeling in stereotype.  Isn't it just so nice knowing that however much fun one pokes at Hollywood, you 
can still get the "Hollywood version of the world" viewpoint?  You know what I mean: the world in 
which expert eye-witnesses are celebrities, serial murders happen daily, death row controversy involves 
"did he do it?" rather than "it's wrong to take a life", attorneys make mock Shakespearean speeches 
instead of cross-examining, people go to Seattle to get away from the big city, and everybody is HOT.  
The victim is a honey; her sister is a dish; the lesbian secretary is buxom and attractive; the defense 
attorney is a model; the T.A. is a knockout; the largely coed population of the college forensics class is all 
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attractive.  Hey, there's Leelee Sobieski.  Gosh, she's kinda ordinary in this crowd.  And they all want to 
play "hide the salami" with "Weird Al" Pacino.  Even the lesbian.  OK.

This is the kind of movie in which somebody can walk into an apartment and see a bloody corpse 
hanging from the ceiling and say: "aaaaah!!! (then turns and sees Al) Oh, here's your mail."  

Independent film most likely to turn you to mainstream: My Blueberry Nights. No!  Grainier!  
Grainier!  It's gotta look more like a student film!  Please. Please speak in more metaphors! Fade out of 
focus.  More stop-motion.  Lose the light.  You're gonna watch this thing and be amazed at how if you're 
expert enough, you can not only make a film look crappy on purpose, you can make people like Jude Law 
and Natalie Portman look ordinary.  Question is "why would you want to?"  5,000 miles, two weak – and 
almost voyeuristic – vignettes, and two meaningless deaths later, you'll also wonder why this film 
couldn't have ended within the first ten minutes.  As our host remains passive to the ennui around her, 
her meandering adventures seem less like Into the Wild and more like somebody watching Into the Wild.  
All this for the ending set up by the time we introduced the setting.  What was that Judd Apatow piece 
of crap again?  Let's go see that.

Evaluating the Franchise Releases:

Quantum of Solace Indiana Jones and 
the Kingdom of the 

Crystal Skull

The Mummy: Tomb 
of the Dragon 

Emperor

Rambo

Alternative title

My rating

In a word

Questionable casting ca!

Questionable filmmaking

Phoning it in

Something of Boris 
(thank you, YouTube), 

Bond 22

Indiana Jones and the 
Unexplored Rewrite

Mum’s the Turd Son of Rambo (sadly, 
already taken by a 

2008 film)

1 ½ stars 2 stars 1 star 2 stars

Disappointing Wha...? SUCKED! Why?

Why is Giancarlo 
Giannini in this film?

Why is Shia LeBeouf 
in this film? Why isn’t 
Sean Connery in this 

film?

Why isn’t Rachel 
Weisz in this film?

Why isn’t Richard 
Crenna in this film?

Why does Felix Leiter 
(Jeffrey Wright) scowl 

in every shot?

Aliens?  Aliens?!  
Seriously.  Aliens?

It starts at take 1 of 
the dailies.

Rambo with a shirt.

Nobody really, which 
is a scary thought.

Anybody who signed 
off on the script.

The undead.  You guys 
suck.

The Vietcong.  You 
mean nobody has 

made a hit on Rambo 
in twenty years?  Do 
none of you people 

have families?
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Greatest addition to the 
/anchise

Bi0est detraction /om 
the /anchise

Climax spoiler

Am I happy this film 
was made?

Fi.y years /om now, a 
guide to film wi! read...

Enhanced Bond and 
“M” relationship.

Son of Jones There won’t be a 
“Mummy 4”.

Rambo didn’t die.

Hottie Olga 
Kurylenko is in a 
dozen scenes and 

Bond barely manages 
first base. C’mon.

See: Aliens (above) Film was made. Rambo fails to remove 
shirt.

Bond suddenly 
realizes that hanging 

out in a burning 
building can lead to 
emphysema, heart 

disease, and 
impotence.

Aliens. Brendan Fraser battles 
earthenware.

Rambo goes home to 
Dadbo.  Awww.

No No NO Well... no

"...spelled the 
beginning of the end 
for Daniel Craig's run 

as James Bond"

"...a fourth Indiana 
Jones installment 

appeared twenty years 
after Last Crusade in 
which George Lucas 
and Steven Spielberg 
showed exactly how 

difficult it is to make a 
good film."

"...lacking the ability 
to make the genre any 
sillier, Mummy 3 had 
exactly nothing to 

offer audiences; it's a 
wonder this film was 

made."

"...with the revival 
success of both his 
Rocky and Rambo 

characters, Stallone 
continued to milk 

both alter egos anew 
until his death in 2019 

of lens exposure."

Forgive me, I have excluded Saw V.  After seeing four (4) full Saw films, I just didn't feel the need to see 
a fifth.  The Saw franchise is peculiar in how petty it has become. Sure, at first you're takin' on pushers 
and dirty cops and child pornographers, slimeballs of all walks of life.  Stomach-emptying pulp?  Yeah, 
it's over the top, but it's cinema.  Whatchagonnado?  By the third film, however, we're punishing a guy 
who lost a child.  You think there's a worse torture than outliving your child?  Thank you for not being 
my parents. We're also torturing the perhaps-not-sinful accessories to the tragedy – the judge, the 
witness, the driver, etc.  By the fourth film we're trying to make somebody be a slightly better cop?!  I 
fully expect by Saw X for a guy to wake up in an iron maiden to a little tape recorder droning, "Mr. 
Johnson, for years you have abused the take-a-penny, leave-a-penny system...

The House Bunny
You know what the best part of this film is?  It's nothing like Revenge of the Nerds or Lega!y Blonde or 
Animal House.  Those films all had merit.
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The Visitor
Not so much a wonderful movie as a reminder that it's nice when bit players get a chance.  Richard 
Jenkins is wonderful as the introverted lonely professor who crawls out of his shell to help an illegal 
immigrant.  Of course, one month later, he's John C. Reilly's dad in Step Brothers.  Ah, life.

You Don't Mess with the Zohan

***ATTENTION WOMEN OVER 60***

Are you tired of being abused by Hollywood?
Does it bother you that Candace Bergen and Meryl Streep

are the only employable screen women of age?
Can you look like you're in heat?

HAVE WE GOT A JOB FOR YOU!

Part of me wants to hand it to Adam Sandler, who plays Zohan the Israeli agent-turned-hairdresser as a 
magnet for the post-menopausal crowd.  The PC age is full of taboos and no-nos, and here he is playing 
a sexual predator on film.  It's OK because it's a comedy.  I think that's the logic.  Is this what you have 
to do to get an acting job?  How do you explain "in this scene, grandma is horny" to young Billy or 
Tommie or Helga-y?   

Ah yes.  I've never seen a woman over 60 with a "come hither" look in person.  In fact I hope not to 
until my wife hits that age.  But they're all over this film.  Strange when that which cannot be found in 
nature appears so frequently on a television.  Also weird that films like this and Choke and Deception 
play this bizarre game in which sexual politics has a level playing field.  If you gotta, go for it, but that's 
not how real life works and your viewers should know it.

One more thing: Look, I don't want to tell you your job, 
Adam.  Scratch that, that's exactly what I want to do... your 
line in which you stick a foot in a bad guy's face and say "smell 
it, smell it, now take it." (Foot smacking the bad guy to finish 
the moment)  Shouldn't that be, "smell it, smell it, now taste 
it"?  See, that way you get a senses commonality in the joke.  
Zohan is like this; there's comedy blocked by Sandlery.  I 
enjoyed about half of it, but then, that's more Sandler than I 
usually enjoy.  

Speed Racer
If you're gonna film the entire movie against a blue screen, why not just animate?  Gotta be cheaper, no?  
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Name dropping in film form:  Cadi!ac Records

Weirdest ending: The Reader – "so, hey, estranged daughter of mine – did I ever tell you about the time I 
totally scored the summer I turned 16?  No?  Let me drive you 200 miles out of your way to show you 
where it happened."

Weirdest thematic double:  Milk, Australia ("Somewhere Over the Rainbow")

I'm sorry, but what the Hell is up with Edward Zwick (The Last Samurai, Blood Diamond, Defiance)?  Does 
he blindfold himself, spin a globe and make a movie about wherever he points?  And then make the 
movie about 20-30 minutes too long and release it just in time for awards as if it deserves any?  That's 
one heck of an M.O.

Rating the martial arts kids' movies:

Kung Fu Panda: B-

The Forbidden Kingdom: C+

So Jackie Chan played a Kung Fu master in The Forbidden Kingdom and voiced an ass-kicking monkey in 
Kung Fu Panda.  Careful, Jackie, you're in danger of being typecast.

Guilty pleasures: Street Kings, The Hammer, The Rocker

Films desperate to be The Road Warrior and falling miles short:  Death Race, Doomsday

Sometimes the difference between thumbs-up and thumbs-down is just a pair of 3-D glasses: Bolt, 
Journey to the Center of the Earth. Speaking of 3-D, there was a Hannah Montana 3-D movie last year.  Yup, 
there sure was.
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Act I was OK, then what happened?

Babylon, A.D.

The Happening

The Strangers

Bait and switch, the film:  Marley & Me clearly advertised itself as a lame comedy: "Oh look, Owen 
Wilson and Jennifer Aniston can't control a dog."  Upon viewing, however, it turned out to be much 
more of a lame tear-jerker.  "Oh look, Owen Wilson and Jennifer Aniston have health and baby-making 
issues."  Shame on anyone who pushed marketing this film as a romp.

Movies written by landscapers (Bad plants! No biscuit!):

• The Ruins. While watching The Ruins, I pictured screenwriter Scott B. Smith whacking weeds in his 
backyard.  "Man, these things are everywhere!  It's insidious.  It's like they're trying to kill me... hey, 
wait a minute.  I have an idea."

• Journey to the Center of the Earth

• The Happening

Some years ago I thought it might be a good idea to remake Bringing Down the House with black people 
in the white roles and white people in the black roles.  If nothing else, it would make a stronger 
statement about race relations.  My idea came to light in the form of Lakeview Terrace, in which black 
police officer Samuel L. Jackson terrorizes new white resident Patrick Wilson.  Alas, it really wasn't 
much better. 

Quarantine producers:  have you jerks no shame?  How dare you?!  How dare you put the climactic and 
ending shot of the film in the trailer?

A variety of films that were mildly amusing, but probably should have been better:  Nick and Nora's 
Infinite Playlist, Zack and Miri Make a Porno, What Just Happened, Get Smart, Pineapple Express, Semi-Pro
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Mike Myers, are you paying attention? This is what a Seuss adaptation ought to look like: 

Horton Hears a Who

Wastes of time: Righteous Ki!, Nights at Rodanthe, Shutter, 27 Dresses, Cassandra's Dream, The Haunting of 
Mo!y Hartley, anything with Kate Hudson.

Complete and utter wastes of time:  Brideshead Revisited, The Other Boleyn Girl, The Duchess.  Bad year for 
period dramas.

I wish to acknowledge this film, it wasn't a waste of time, but it made very little impression all the same: 
Body of Lies, The Wackness, Traitor, Smart People, Redbelt, Miss Pettigrew Lives for a Day.

Mistakes:

• Pierce Brosnan, Mamma Mia!  Please stop singing.  Please.

• Kate Bosworth, 21.  Not brainy enough to look M.I.T.  Not sexy enough to play the vixen.  Bad 
casting.  Period.

• So Death Race takes place in a prison over three days.  The hardened criminals are the drivers.  As the 
first two days simply establish who is left to race on the third day, it is a wonder any driver shows up 
before the third day, but that matters little.  The warden wields the TV rights to the Death Race, 
which is how she makes money.  Don't ask.  On the second day, the warden unveils a big rig, not unlike 
the one set up for the climax of The Road Warrior.  The rig's job is to eliminate drivers and does so.  But 
when there are only two drivers left, the rig continues to attack.  This is one of those classic moments that 
separate real films from silly ones.  Fellas, I know what you're going for here, but without a minimum 
of two drivers there is no race.
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• The return of the Old Lady in Madagascar 2.  This abusive, myopic bat was the worst part of the 
original Madagascar, so – naturally – let's bring her back and expand her part.  Then let's have her 
explore the pretense of NYC dwellers having natural wilderness skills. You want to live this fantasy for 
limited comic purposes, go ahead, but the vast majority of urbanites have no roughing-it acumen.  
That's why they live in cities.

• Speaking of which, if you're going to make a movie about a wilderness show (Strange Wilderness), even a 
comedic one, the producers ought to know more about the animal kingdom than your average 4-year-
old child.

• Amy Poehler, simply way too old to be a Baby Mama.

LOST IN TRANSLATION

A new section in which I explore why good ideas didn't make good films:

Hancock 
The Idea:  What is the personification of America?  For decades, Americans have assumed it's Superman.  
Especially in the wake of World War II, Americans loved to see themselves collectively as that 
omnipotent but benevolent latecomer – the one who makes right everywhere he sees wrong.  It has 
taken us quite some time to figure out that ain't us; some still haven't figured it out.  

The Winning Premise:  Hancock is a damn good metaphor for the America we know now.  Omnipotent 
superhero?  Sure, but also careless, slovenly, classless, and occasionally (literally) drunk with power.  This 
embodiment of modern America has the perfect combination of comic and predictably violent 
overreaction to in-your-face name-calling, but a willful ignorance of legitimate criticism from the 
masses.  That's us.  Want more?  What's the need to display an eagle hat but a constant advertisement of 
our own national insecurity?  Is that any different than the wearing of a lapel flag?  How about that 
memory loss Hancock has?  Thus demonstrating both 1) how young a country The United States actually 
is and 2) how easily The United States forgets history when battling our global windmills.  And then 
there's the trail of destruction wherever Hancock goes.  For anything America makes good now, there is 
a price – there is always a price.

Don't like Hancock?  Think he's jerk?  Congratulations, you now see the United States from the world's 
point of view.  

What Went Wrong?  Jason Bateman makes a pretty good "conscience of the Nation" figure.  And then 
what happens?  We introduce Charlize Theron and the film FALLS COMPLETELY APART.  Not sure 
it's Ms. Theron's fault, but she sure ain't helpin'.  This could have been a great film and a great statement 
about who Americans are as a people.  By the end, it feels like a half-hearted Fresh Prince love story.   
Shame.
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Valkyrie
The Idea:  Let's follow a plot by Nazi soldiers to kill Hitler.

The Winning Premise:  It is very easy to see all Nazis as evil.  The movies have told us so for years.  But 
most were just soldiers.  As a ruthless regime, the Nazis essentially said "toe the line or you'll end up 
dead".  What would you do?  It's high time we explored more stories of Germans who dissented from 
the party line in the 30s and 40s.

What Went Wrong?  As thrillers go, this one was a bit too bureaucratic for my tastes.  "Let's take over the 
Government and then make a bunch of phone calls."  History knows what happened, too.  Which 
means if you were awake in class that week, you probably already know the ending here.

The many faces of Tom Cruise:

           Vani!a Sky (2001) Minority Report (2002)      Tropic Thunder (2008)           Valkyrie (2008)

Have you ever seen an actor so desperate to look deformed or just plain average?  It's almost 
pathological.  I can't determine what goes on in Tom Cruise's batshit-crazy mind, but if I had to guess, 
I'd say it's something along the lines of a need to prove his acting rises above his looks.  Usually it does.  
I enjoy Cruise on screen, just not much off-screen. Putting the big picture together, evidence would 
suggest that Tom Cruise is insecure about his acting, insecure about his religion, insecure about his 
sexuality, but completely comfortable with his looks.  Well, what's important?  Right, Fernando?

Be Kind, Rewind
The Idea:  Jack Black and Mos Def accidentally erase all the video tapes in Danny Glovers' store.  To 
appease customers, the pair refilm everything they can by hand.  

The Winning Premise:  After Benjamin Button, this has to be the greatest movie idea all year.  The 
problem with most parody is insincerity.  We know it's a joke – or it's supposed to be – so when you kick 
Britney Spears into the bottomless 300 pit, well, how funny can it be?  What's the joke here?  "I hate 
Britney Spears and wish the 300 guys would kill her the way they kill people"?  Funny stuff.  Be Kind, 
Rewind turns that completely around.  In an effort to recreate, hilarity would ensue in any noble, but 
errant, pursuit of perfection.  Have Jack Black do Robert DeNiro; have Mos Def be Denzel Washington.  
Even doing their best, hilarity had to ensue. This was a bumper crop for ripping every cheesy dramatic 
speech in movie history.  Hell, you could have them do Hitchcock alone and it would be a riot. 
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What Went Wrong?  The initial Ghostbusters stuff was OK, but you can tell the direction was already 
wrong.  Ghostbusters is a comedy.  It's funny already which means that we're only capitalizing on remaking 
the special effects in $1.98 form.  After that, we hit Rush Hour 2.  Rush Hour 2?!  Rush Hour 2 doesn't get 
autograph requests from Rush Hour 3.  You have to choose films people have seen and know well.  I 
honestly can't remember a single other remake; the story gets bogged down in an effort to save Danny 
Glover's store.  The gold was in the remakes and you went with the weak drama.

Leatherheads
The Idea:  Let's have fun with the old days of football.

The Winning Premise:  George Clooney directs himself and the likable John Krasinki in a comedy about 
gridders of the 20s.  It seems there would be much potential in that set-up.

What Went Wrong?  There wasn't.

Attention Sports Fans!!   How to Cheat 101.  Plot: with one play left in the game, you have 30-yards to go 
but a teammate in disguise is lined up on the defensive side of the ball.  Do you:

A) Run to his side?

B) Throw a pass to his side?

C) Throw the ball directly to him knowing his teammates will not stop his reception?

D) Have everybody run to the end zone and throw a Hail Mary, just as you would had he lined up on the 
right side of the ball?

If you answered "D", you could direct the conclusion of Leatherheads.

Bedtime Stories
The Idea:  Plucky loser Adam Sandler tells his niece and nephew fantastical bedtime stories which 
actually come true the next day.

The Winning Premise:  A classic Disney magical throwback for the kids.  If this were another era, it would 
star Kurt Russell.

What Went Wrong?  The great fantasies of my youth like Freaky Friday and Escape to Witch Mountain were 
not good films, but I loved them because I was a kid and it was the kid having the adventure.  Disney 
has to remember that.  In Bedtime Stories, Adam Sandler is the one having the adventure.  For a kid, it's 
harder to relate; for an adult, it's just more Sandler crap.  Sure, throw in Rob Schneider; we haven't seen 
him since your last film.  Serious failure of focal point.
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Australia
The Idea:  Let's (more-or-less) remake Giant in Australia with cows 
instead of oil.

The Winning Premise:  Giant is unfamiliar territory to just about 
anybody under the age of 50.  Australia, with such vast expanses of 
deserted land, is not unlike Texas.  Seems perfect for a sweeping epic 
drama.  Plus, we've got Hugh Jackman, the sexiest man of the year 
this year and Nicole Kidman, the, uh, sexiest man of the year for last 
year.

What Went Wrong?  Turns out Giant itself wasn't that good (as any who have sat through it will attest).  
The movie needs three hours to deliver the emotional punch it wants to deliver, but there's barely 
material enough for half that run-time.  Self-defeated from the start.

PERV CORNER

Most awkward sex scene (tie):  America Ferrera and Leo Minaya, How the Garcia Girls Spent Their 
Summer.  Lucy Gallardo (born 1929) and Jorge Cervera (gotta date to pre-1950), How the Garcia Girls 
Spent Their Summer.  That's some quality direction there, Georgina Riedel.

Funniest sex scene: Bernie Mac and Vanessa del Rio, Soul Men.  Close runner-up to Gerard Butler and 
Thandie Newton, Rocknro!a.

Sex scene that thought it was hilarious, but wasn't: Bernie Mac and Jennifer Coolidge, Soul Men.  What 
is it, Malcolm Lee?  Do you truly not understand funny?  I refuse to accept that of the man who made 
Undercover Brother.

Most unnerving image:  Larry the Cable Guy taking off his hat (for bedtime), Witless Protection (this was 
more disturbing, believe it or not, than the body cavity nude search later in the film).

Sexiest moments: 

• The bottomless party, Harold and Kumar Escape /om Guantanamo Bay

• Cate Blanchett's solo Ballet Seductico, The Curious Case of Benjamin Button

• Scarlett Johansson and Penélope Cruz kiss, Vicky Cristina Barcelona.  So sue me, I'm a guy.  

"But what if I'm a girl?"  Gee, I dunno, my guess is you women would appreciate just about anything 
Hugh Jackman does in Australia or maybe the intentional and unintentional strip teases by Jason 
Statham in Transporter 3.  But absolutely nothing involving Gerard Butler.  Someday very soon there's 
going to be a mass protest to stop this guy from appearing in films as a love interest.
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CLAP CLAP CLAPCLAPCLAP O-VER-RATE-ED

Revolutionary Road
I imagine Tyler Perry watching this and saying "why don't people like my stuff?"  Of course, I then 
imagine his handler saying, "well Tyler, the writing is sharper, Sam Mendes hasn't stuffed all his 
characters into neatly labeled boxes and he has the balls to go where you won't, ever."  But you know 
what?  Tyler would have a point.  At the core of Revolutionary Road is spoiled unhappy married people, 
you know – movie subjects we really want to follow.  They talk big and act small.  And here's the coup de 
grâce of the Perry oeuvre, a movie in which children are simply props.  They have no lines; they come 
and go as is convenient and their concerns are completely ignored by their parents.  You may as well 
have named them "plot device 1" and "plot device 2".  Remember American Beauty, Sam?  Remember 
how intriguing the lives of the children in that film were?  Sure, they were older, but they had 
perspectives.  Where did that director go?

Here's my guess: it is December of 1997 and Sam Mendes has just walked out of Titanic pissed off.  He 
knows he's going to be big one day and he says to himself: "love isn't like this.  One day I'm going to 
show them what love is.  I'm going to show everybody what happens if Jack doesn't die, if he and Rose 
get to live together and discover exactly how time and proximity turns love into hate.  I may even get 
the same pair of actors to restage my vision.  That will show those silly 13-year-old sycophants."

Just a guess.

Under the Same Moon (La Misma Luna)
The South-of-the-Border immigration tales seem to not have changed much since El Norte.  Life sucks; 
the struggle is constant; white America is always callous, abusive, or naïve.  Let's run these clichés into 
the ground, again.  Is it not all true?  I suppose – but I feel like each scene of this boy's journey to L.A. in 
search of his remaining parent has been framed in exactly the halo of immigrant goodness.  It's sort of 
like reading a one-sentence bio calling Ben Affleck an Oscar winner.  Is it not true?  Sure, but it hardly 
describes the man.

You know what I'd like to see?  The opposing viewpoint.  The view that says "if you only see The United 
States as a dollar sign, are you really any better than the people you critique?"  Or the view that points 
out that there are extremely good reasons why illegal immigration is illegal, or even the view that says 
"who the Hell leaves her only child parentless in another country just for a slight pay upgrade?"  Tell me 
that isn't callous or abusive or naïve.  How can anybody justify that?  I'm not sure I'd like that film, 
either, but I might find it refreshing.

Cloverfield
I walked out of Cloverfield.  I've never really done that before.  Not that the story wasn't compelling 
(enough); Lord knows I've sat through much worse.  Thanks to the camera-work, I felt sick to my 
stomach.  I revisited the part I'd missed a week later.
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Cloverfield had the bright idea to cheat off The Blair Witch 
Project's paper and present itself as a horror film in "first 
person moron perspective".  Unlike Blair Witch's 
consistently addled POV, however, Cloverfield lets you in 
on the joke pretty early.  You can keep asking "what's 
going on?" again and again and the answer is still going to 
be: "big monster is attacking New York City."   Really 
didn't change, people.

Omniscient observer perspective would have yielded 
simply another Godzi!a film.  Albeit an "R"-rated Godzi!a 

film, we still probably don't need that.  Cloverfield was my toughest call of the year: it was unwatchable 
from normal human standard, but there was a true attempt at art here, an attempt to show something 
new, something unique.  Well, sort-of-new at least.  The question for me is: does the forced small 
perspective compensate for the fact that this is the (deliberately) worst shot film in a decade?  My 
answer is no.

THEMES

Three major themes emerged in 2008.

The first is Nazis.  Nazis had a huge comeback in 2008 film.  Nazis have been movie villains for over 60 
years now and I don't see that changing until some other regime manages to start and lose a World War 
while committing massive genocide in the process.  Still, you don't expect to see Nazis in this many 
films: The Reader, Valkyrie, Un Secret, Defiance, The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas, He!boy II: The Golden Army, 
The Spirit, and even Spike Lee got into the action with his endless Miracle at St. Anna.

Now when Hollywood wasn't showing us Nazis, it seemed interested in American politics, specifically 
a referendum on neocon policies.  We finally had a non-documentarian explore the Bush presidency (W.); 
we had an attack on our personnel policies in Iraq (Stop-Loss, not a great film, but a must-see for anybody 
who voted for war.)  We held a light to Presidential abuses in Frost/Nixon.  We had a Presidential 
election in Swing Vote.  We had a Presidential assassination faked for polical gain in Vantage Point.  We 
had a defense of the Right (well, mostly it was an attack on Michael Moore rather than a valid 
argument) in An American Carol.  And there were a few pictures, like Hancock and Doubt and Prince 
Caspian, which explored metaphors for American politics.

Where am I going with this?  I'm sure many would point to this evidence as "Left Leaning Hollywood".  
It does look kind-of that way given one year of data, but I still hold Hollywood is as Left as the dollar 
signs swing.  Producers think we want to see movies about these things and so they make them.  As 
many of these films seem popular, it would seem America did wish to see films about Nazis and 
American politics.  NOW, every pundit knows the first one to call his opponent a Nazi loses the 
argument by default, but I can't help wondering if there is a message within the idea of Hollywood 
saying: "Nazis/American politics/Nazis/American politics".  You tell me. 
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The third theme big in 2008 was movies with poor timing.  For instance, W. would have been a good 
film to show four years ago or one year from now.  An evaluation of our 43rd President now seems wrong.   
Valkyrie – "we must kill Hitler" – was probably better meant for a Saddam Hussein comparison when he 
still was alive.  Doubt certainly would have been an ideal metaphor for either the "should we invade 
Iraq" debate that never took place or the Presidential elections of 2004, when Kerry looked foolish for 
considering options.  America needed to hear "I'm saying that when the President does it, that means 
it's not illegal!" (Frost/Nixon) at the height of the Presidential abuses surrounding Guantanamo, torture, 
or justice department firings.  Hell, that line would have been a perfect humiliation for Bill Clinton's 
ridiculous "I did not have sex with that woman" testimony.

A-politically, there was Slumdog Mi!ionaire which certainly alienated any audience no longer enamored 
with "Who Wants to be a Mi!ionaire?"  That show ran its course years ago, Dog.

PEOPLE

My favorite performances of 2008:

• Sean Penn, Milk

• Mickey Rourke, The Wrestler

• Heath Ledger, The Dark Knight.  Ledger owns this film.  There's nothing wrong with Christian Bale, 
but when Ledger is on screen, I don't care about anybody else.  I never saw the same Heath Ledger 
others did.  I never saw what was special about him; what kept him being employed and cherished.  
Until now.  Now I'm sad.  It's like discovering after all the years of your life that you have a hidden 
talent for cooking and then losing your sense of smell.

• Steve Coogan, Hamlet 2.  I was, quite honestly, hoping Hamlet 2 would be better.  While watching the 
film, I kept thinking that the actual play Hamlet 2 might well be funnier than a story about a school 
showing a dramatic production entitled “Hamlet 2”.  But Steve Coogan kept me going; his work here 
as drama teacher/our savior is comedic genius.  

• Jane Lynch, Role Models

• Kate Winslet, The Reader.  Thank you, Kate.  Thank you for attacking a role out of your comfort zone.  
I never thought you were a bad actress, but young Rose from Titanic?  Marianne Dashwood from Sense 
and Sensibility?  What's next, Eponine from Les Misérables?  These are the most coveted roles in your 
gender; nobody deserves accolades for them, no matter how well they are played.  Do we give awards 
to Bruce Willis for being John McClane?  Or Harrison Ford for being Han Solo?  Of course not.  An 
ex-Nazi holocaust guard who is something of a recluse pedophile?  Now that's a role I want to see 
attacked; and you nailed it.

• Seth Green, Sex Drive.  You're just never gonna find a passive-aggressive Amish.  This might be my 
favorite character of the year.

• Michael Shannon, Revolutionary Road
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Worst performers of the year:

• Kathy Bates, The Day the Earth Stood Sti!

• Renee Zellweger, Appaloosa.  Is she dying from sunstroke?  Did she get punched in the nose?  Can we 
keep her out of the Old West, please?  It would take the uninitiated a fair amount of convincing to 
prove that either of the last two are Academy Award winners.

• Freddie Highmore, The Spiderwick Chronicles.  Plays twin boys, both poorly.  It's exhilarating; I haven't 
seen two awful performances by one actor in the same film since Sean Young in A Kiss Before Dying.

• James Arnold Taylor (voice of Obi-Wan Kenobi), Star Wars: The Clone Wars.  Why this actor chose to 
state everything as if he were the emcee of a gay cabaret revue is beyond me.

• Mark Wahlberg, The Happening and Max Payne.  I've been trying to tell y'all for years that Marky-Mark 
ain't all that.  His ability to play the underdog effectively has led a few to believe he carries an 
everyman quality we can all relate to.  I believe he plays the underdog well because he always plays a 
guy you'll underestimate, and this stems precisely from an inability to convey emotion on screen.  Sure, 
he's an everyman if you have no respect for common men.  You'll take him for granted because he's 
never doing anything that will make you sit up and take notice.  Even Keanu Reeves draws screen 
attention from time-to-time.  Nobody goes from two leading roles a year to none ever again... but if 
anybody did, this is how it would start.

Is there any way we can limit Jason Statham (Death Race, Transporter 3, In the Name of the King: A Dungeon 
Siege Tale) to just two awful films a year?

And while we're at it, can we limit Simon Pegg (Run, Fatboy, Run; How to Lose Friends and Alienate People) 
to one bad film a year?  These were funny?  My, have your standards lowered.  I remember walking into 
Run, Fatboy, Run thinking, "I didn't think David Schwimmer knew anything about running."  Walking 
out, "Oh, he doesn't."

Betting line: The over/under on Bruce Willis parodying himself (career) – 19 times.  

Acting, dammit!  As we know, Kiefer Sutherland plays Jack Bauer on "24"; Jack Bauer is often mad and 
frustrated, but his dialogue is limited to the kiddie pool of curses.  Jack ends up saying "dammit!" a lot 
(as YouTube will tell you); there's even an associated drinking game.  Amusing to me is the counting of 
five Sutherland "dammits!" during Mirrors, a venue which should not have limited Kiefer's dialogue.  Old 
habits.
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Good year for:

• Josh Brolin – tough playing guys we know.  But I think he nailed both our 43rd President (W.) and 
Supervisor Dan White (Milk).

• Robert Downey, Jr.  (Mentioned elsewhere)

• Danny R. McBride (who?)   Who, indeed.  Danny McBride is a tall doughy 
actor who looks like the kind of guy Russell Crowe punches or Jim Carrey 
insults.  In 2008, however, he landed small but memorable roles in Pineapple 
Express, Tropic Thunder and Dri!bit Taylor.  We also finally got a look at a 2006 
Danny McBride top billing in The Foot Fist Way, in which he plays the worst 
mentor your karate-loving child could ever have.  Get used to this face, you 
might be seeing it again. 

Bad year for:

• America Ferrera (Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 2, How the Garcia Girls Spent Their Summer, Some Other 
Inexplicably Long-ass Title Signifying Nothing)

• Diane Lane (Untraceable, Jumper, Nights in Rodanthe)

• Samuel L. Jackson (Lakeview Terrace, The Spirit, Star Wars: The Clone Wars, Soul Men)

ALSO-RANS, the next best films of 2008

Ah, we finally get to the good stuff.

Clint Eastwood double, Changeling and Gran Torino
Neither of these films really moved me, but I appreciate that Eastwood is still making films exclusively 
for adults.  Adult themes, adult language, adult issues.  His role in Gran Torino is among the most 
confusing I've ever seen.  It is as if he wishes to channel Dirty Harry, Hank Hill, Archie Bunker, and 
Grandpa Simpson all into the same character.  My own father said he loved Eastwood's work here.  'Nuff 
said.

JCVD 
Might be the oddest film of the year.  Shot almost like a documentary, but it's a fictional film with a non-
fictional character (Jean-Claude Van Damme).  It has all the trappings of an art film (foreign language, 
black & white, conversational dead-ends) but it has action sequences and one of the most soul-searching 
speeches of the year.

City of Ember 
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W. 
I'm a sucker for a great metaphor.  And there's George W. Bush at the Crawford ranch taking all his 
flunkees, toadies, and sycophants for a walk and they're all discussing Iraq and how best to attack.  Then 
they get to the question of "what do we do then?" and they are, literally, lost.  George can't find his way 
back to the ranch house and 12 or 13 hawks stand in the middle of a dirt road looking dumbfounded.  
Perfect.

By the way, points off for W. coming out in October.  Oliver Stone should play no role in an election.  

The Dark Knight  

The Bank Job

Frost/Nixon

Vicky Cristina Barcelona

Ghost Town

Son of Rambow

Seven Pounds
I would venture to bet that director Gabriele Muccino (The Pursuit of Happyness) knows how to get the 
very best out of Will Smith.

In Bruges
And as soon as Bruges figures out what kind of film it wants to be, it might rank even higher.

THE BEST FILMS OF 2008

10.  Blindness
Haven't had such a hip upbeat romp in the theater since Requiem for a Dream.  Points off for the 
uplifting finale.  You're not fooling anybody.

9.  The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
Now that's how you end a film.  
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8.  Doubling Downey (Iron Man and Tropic Thunder)
As far as I'm concerned, Robert Downey Jr. is the story of 2008.  I had almost given up on him.  He 
never stopped working, but by 2006 he found himself villainized in the remake of The Sha0y Dog.  And, 
let's face it, when you play the heavy in a Tim Allen vehicle, it seems unlikely you'll see your name before 
the opening credits anytime soon.  Never happier to be wrong.

Robert Downey was my guy.  Before that sounds too weird, let me backtrack.  Every generation likes to 
think their baggage is unique and special.  This summer, my niece delighted in telling me about The 
Jonas Brothers.  I'd never heard of them, but they immediately reminded me of The Backstreet Boys... 
or N' Sync... or New Kids on the Block.  Heck, I think all these things are simply vanilla versions of 
Menudo.  In the 80s, when I was my niece's age, it was John Hughes' job to introduce us to the actors 
who would carry us from PG land to R-ville.  How were we to know our chum wasn't different (well, 
other than the fact they were known as "The Brat Pack", a play on "The Rat Pack" years earlier)?

Steadily, most of them bit it.  These are just the notables:

Actor / Actress First Hughes film What happened to you? / Reason still not acting

Molly Ringwald

Anthony Michael Hall

John Cusack

Joan Cusack

Judd Nelson

Emilio Estevez

Ally Sheedy

Matthew Broderick

Jennifer Gray

Alan Ruck

Mia Sara

Charlie Sheen

Macauley Culkin

Robert Downey Jr.

Sixteen Candles (1984) Teen angst M.O. became less popular among casting agents who 
started wanting actual teenagers.

Sixteen Candles (1984) Gigantism

Sixteen Candles (1984) Here’s your winning horse, ladies and gents; still a leading man 
decades later.

Sixteen Candles (1984) Remains a comic presence, but best known for “not being John 
Cusack”.

The Breakfast Club (1985) Consumed by own ego.

The Breakfast Club (1985) Mightily ducked out. (See: Sheen, Charlie)

The Breakfast Club (1985) Showed a grateful nation her bare backside in Maid to Order, 
then disappeared amidst a cloud filled with smoke and bad 
reviews.

Ferris Bue!er’s Day Off (1986) Still acts, although his greatest work to date involves getting the 
world to take Sarah Jessica Parker seriously as a sex symbol.

Ferris Bue!er’s Day Off (1986) Got put in a corner.  Never got out.

Ferris Bue!er’s Day Off (1986) Pretty sure he’s still on the bus in Speed.

Ferris Bue!er’s Day Off (1986) “They killed her career ten years ago.  There’s still time to save 
it.”

Ferris Bue!er’s Day Off (1986) Alive in TV as either “2” or the “½” man; it’s the little in-joke 
from the producers of “Two and a Half Men” highlighting that 
Charlie Sheen and Emilio Estevez are really the same person.

Uncle Buck (1989) Reported missing in a botched cloning attempt by Hollywood 
Laboratories.  Clone #4 “Kieran” is rumored to be alive still.

Weird Science (1985) **
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The smart money was on Charlie Sheen.  The winners had John Cusack.  My horse was Robert Downey.  
Gotta say, my horse didn't start well.  His early non-Hughes credits included The Pick-Up Artist, Johnny 
Be Good, Less than Zero (in which he plays a drug addict); he was also part of what is widely considered the 
very worst year of “Saturday Night Live”, 1985-1986.  The Downey fans got their due in 1992, when Robert 
Downey was nominated for Chaplin.  If you saw it, you know he deserved the nomination.  It proved he 
could do both comedy and drama without missing a beat.  Choice roles in Heart and Souls, Natural Born 
Ki!ers, Only You, and Restoration give us reason to smile; most of us didn't know he had a serious drug 
problem.

And the static came, with a vengeance.  Arrests.  Rehab.  Stories of "Robert Downey is passed out naked 
on my lawn".  Strangely, the man never really stopped acting.  His roles, however, were much smaller.  A 
backseat to Tommy Lee Jones and Wesley Snipes in U.S. Marshals, hidden behind Steve Martin and 
Eddie Murphy in Bowfinger, an afterthought to Michael Douglas and Tobey Maguire in Wonder Boys.  An 
actor hitting the big stage relatively late in life, that happens.  Look no further than Kevin Spacey or 

Paul Giamatti.  But when an actor gets co-opted – 
that recovery is much more difficult.  Once people 
see a secondary, they tend not to imagine a star.  But 
it didn't stop Downey.  Take the subordinate roles, 
make them work.  Take a bigger role in a smaller film 
– like Kiss Kiss Bang Bang.  Claw your way back.  See if 
they notice.  They did.

Nobody had a better 2008 than Robert Downey Jr.  
Star of the popular superhero comic book adaptation 
Iron Man, certain to yield sequels; nomination for 
Tropic Thunder in a hilarious role as an Australian divo 

playing an African American soldier in a fake/real Vietnam film.  It's better than it sounds... and Downey 
is wonderful.  Two huge roles already coming up in 2009 (The Soloist, Sherlock Holmes).  He is a leading 
man again, cheers.

But seriously, Robert, now that you're back...DON'T FUCK IT UP.

7.  The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
Does it bother you that the best premise of 2008 film is essentially a plot lifted from the final season of 
"Mork and Mindy"?  

I love the idea of a man aging backwards, and maybe I loved it less as the film went on and on.  Maybe 
one too many scenes in that Russian hotel kitchen.  Maybe one too many guesses as to how old 
Benjamin is versus how old he looks.  Button  knows it's quirky; that's the power.  This film wants to be 
epic, strange and wonderful, like Forrest Gump.  It doesn't quite get there.
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But after all that, I can't wait to see it again.  It is easy to get overwhelmed by the gimmick of Benjamin's 
backward aging, but the story of this lost man and his lost life doomed by circumstance is moving 
indeed.

6.  Choke
I suppose this is my guilty pleasure for 2008; another good Chuck Palahniuk adaptation.  I laughed and 
smiled while watching the story of this con-artist/sex addict/semi-devoted son/Colonial tourist 
attraction laborer (?!) more than any other film last year.  Sam Rockwell has become my new Tim 
Robbins – I don't really like the man, but I like just about every film he's in.  Eventually you realize that's 
not an accident. 

5.  Slumdog Millionaire
Did Jim love this film because:

A) It didn't seem gimmicky or dated at all.  No way.

B) He really digs movies about Indian ghettos.

C) His day isn't made without a tale involving the deliberate blinding of children for economic gain.

D) He appreciates the addition of "Slumdog" to the vernacular?

4.  WALL•E
The first 45 minutes of this Pixar gem about the last sentient being on future Earth were my favorite 
moments of 2008.  The second half wasn't as strong, but not weak enough to knock delightful WALL•E 
out of the top 10.

3.  The Wrestler
I remember wanting to be large.  Really large.  Like 6'8" and 300 pounds.  I remember thinking how I'd 
be an NBA All Star.  I'd run the floor like nobody ever had before; I wouldn't be afraid of contact.  I'd 
show everybody.

It would be easy to discount The Wrestler as a character study.  Mickey Rourke's very human and very 
moving performance makes the film worthwhile by itself.  This is his best work and most likely the 
performance of the year.  But it's really a picture for the dreamer who never enhanced his chance, the 
performer who couldn't abandon the applause.  Randy "The Ram" Robinson (Rourke) is a generation 
removed from his heyday.  He's broke and broken, but he can't give up the show.  He can't afford rent on 
his trailer, but here he is paying for hair treatments, tanning salon hours, and a small pharmacy so that 
he can continue to ply his trade.

And we see how his devotion to the performance, to the show, to the meaningless "Ram, you were great 
out there"s have alienated him from anything that truly matters.  He has traded the cow for beans, but 
he loves the beans.  Watching this film, I felt relieved I was able to give up my dream while still 
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sympathizing with the lost giant on screen.  And really large people?  Shelf life, not so good.  The heart 
has to work too damn hard.  They never tell you that.  

2.  Religulous
A quarter mile from my house, the Catholic Church managed to erect this eyesore 
(right).

Of course, it couldn't be taken seriously until the local God Complex opened a Café 
and a Gift Shop (for all my "Pope-ourri" needs).  It's hard to take the church 
seriously when it tries to sell itself.  Pretty sure this is why Protestants exist in the 
first place.

I'm not going to continue attacking on a religious and political front in the same document.  That's 
insane, but it is high time we, as in the entire world, reexamined religious belief.  And I say this because 
we are still killing one another over the insane idea of "my God is better than your God."  Bill Maher 
asks all the right questions in this documentary exploring the lighter (or full-of-crap) side of religious 
faith and dogma.  You'll love the part where he confronts a Jesus impersonator on the question of the 
Holy Trinity.  The answer as to how God is 3-in-1 (Father, Son, and Holy Ghost)?  "Water exists in solid, 
liquid, and gaseous states all at the same time."  Whoa.  Later in the van, Maher comments "that blew 
me away until I realized it was full of shit."  Ok, maybe you won't love it; my personal road to Hell is 
paved with amusement.  This picture only loses me at the end when it gets, ironically, too preachy.

1. Milk
We were all watching the Oscars when Tom Hanks won for Philadelphia.  He made his acceptance 
speech and I remember being very blasé about the moment.  Yeah, yeah, yeah, just get off stage.  My 
friend Matt corrected me.  "This IS a big moment.  Just because the area you live in accepts 
homosexuality doesn't mean the rest of the country does."  He was right, of course.  It was a big deal.  
But Hanks' performance in Philadelphia still left me a bit empty.  It was moving, certainly, but I felt like 
there was still distance between actor and audience.  Someday somebody's gonna give this kind of role 
real justice.

I believe Sean Penn did exactly that in his portrayal of the first outwardly gay elected politician, Harvey 
Milk.  In some ways, I'd call this the most romantic film of 2008, which is a shame because it isn't a 
romance.  But this was a complete capture of an effervescent and flawed individual.  Penn shows us 
accessible Harvey Milk, the one who you just might have run into if you were in the Castro in the 70s.  
This is exactly what Hanks' performance was missing.  Milk reminded me of Patton in its honesty.  
Director Gus Van Sant doesn't skip over jealousy or lust; I picture bigots looking at the picture and 
saying "see?  See?  Godless heathens, that's what they are!"   And we also see the weaknesses in Harvey 
Milk, politician.  Yes, he is loved by homosexuals, but he shuns fellow Conservative Dan White (Josh 
Brolin) at a critical time.  Milk was a politician, pure and simple; he played the game as ignobly as his 
political kin.  We also see Harvey losing a debate on homosexuality and resorting to the non-sequitur 
"how many lives are you going to destroy blah blah blah?"   In trouble at a debate?  Can't fight the issue?  
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Attack your opponent.  Sarah Palin did that every time she condescended to a public appearance this 
fall.  Old as politics itself.  Weak as politics itself.

Milk is the kind of film I wish I could make – compelling without cheating.  Sometimes the story is 
strong enough that you don't need to sugar-coat your characters.  I'm very glad Sean Penn got the 
opportunity to play Harvey Milk the way he was, not the way we might like to imagine him, which 
would have been very easy.

THE GLIB SECTION

How the Garcia Girls Spent Their Summer: Boring very small groups of people 128 minutes at a time.

Jum and Jumper

Traitor: Sold out its stars to a foreign film.

Definitely, Maybe, Absolutely iffy

Yes Man: No

Disaster Movie:  Pretty much says it all.

The Ruins (see above)

Four Christmases and no present.

What Just Happened: Well, you made a movie that wasn't nearly as sharp or clever as you thought it would 
be.

FOOLS (Gold)

Smart People, Dumb Movie

88 Minutes of pain

The Eye: The Eff

My Blueberry Nights, Your Raspberry Reviews

What Happens in Vegas stays in the one-star column.

Australia: Much like the Outback, it's dry and stretches on for days at a time.  Unlike the Outback, it 
isn't hot.

Plotless Protection

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button:  An Ordinary Cure for Insomnia.

Defiance: Refused to go to this one.

Marley & Me:  You know you're in for trouble when "Bad to the Bone" starts playing in the trailer.
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Religulous:  Intrigulous

Journey to the Center of the Concession Stand

27 Redresses

Max Payne: Min Pleasure

Twilight is the time of day on verge of evening, when no stars are visible.

The Other Boleyn Girl also walked out of this film.

The Spirit is willing; the script is weak.

2008 in a nutshell:

4 stars: none

3.5 stars: 8

3 stars: 42

2.5 stars: 34

2 stars: 40

1.5 stars: 25

1 star: 16

0.5 stars: 4

0 stars: 1 (The Spirit)

Weighted average: 2.2

On Friday, August 1, 2008, a group of 12 people joined me at the Van Ness AMC 14  in order to view four 
consecutive bad films in succession: The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor, X-Files: I Want to Believe, 
Step Brothers, and Swing Vote.  In essence the group discovered what it was to live my life for an 
afternoon, bless them.  I thank you all for sharing with me and hope you have recovered by now.  May I 
return the favor one day.

Peace, my Slumdogs,

Jim
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